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The whole process, from how to import audio, MIDI and WAV audio, to how to loop and edit your files, is clearly explained.
Creating Custom Audio Mixes for YouTube This tutorial video will teach you how to use the entire audio mixer in the program
to create a custom mix that you can use in your videos. How to Fix Low-Res Audio In this tutorial video, users will learn how to
correct low-quality audio in both MIDI and WAV audio, which will also bring up the overall audio quality of your project.
Create Custom Video Mixes for YouTube In this tutorial video, users will learn how to use the entire video mixer in the
program to create custom videos that you can use in your videos. Tutorial Video | Determining the Best Audio Settings for
YouTube Uploads While using the audio mixer in MAGIX Music Maker Rock Edition is certainly a fun and creative way to
produce music, it can be hard to figure out what the ideal settings should be. This tutorial video will explain the various settings
available in the program, and how to choose the best settings for your particular project. Create Video Project for YouTube In
this tutorial video, users will learn how to use the entire video mixer in the program to create a video project for YouTube. How
to Add Multiple Videos to Your YouTube Project Creating and uploading a video to YouTube is simple, but choosing the right
video to use can be a little tricky. In this tutorial video, users will learn how to upload multiple videos to YouTube, and find the
best one to use for your project. Adding Music to Your YouTube Project In this tutorial video, users will learn how to use the
audio mixer in the program to add music to your video project. Creating a Music Video Using the Complete Magix Music
Maker Pack To make your own music video for YouTube, it’s important to figure out what you’re looking to achieve. This
tutorial video will teach you how to make a music video using the complete pack of software that includes MAGIX Music
Maker Rock Edition, Magix Music Maker, MAGIX Music Maker Karaoke Edition, and MAGIX Music Maker for iPad. Mixing
Music and Audio Files with Magix Music Maker for iPad Magix Music Maker for iPad offers even more flexibility than the
music editing apps that come with the iPad. Users can use Magix Music Maker for iPad to mix different audio
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